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It was a typical Washington DC snowfall on the day I left to go out to sunny 
California – about 1 inch of snow, quite sufficient to slow traffic on the road to a 
crawl so that I nearly missed my flight (not enough to slow down the air traffic 
though). Got to the hotel to find that they hadn’t saved me a non-smoking room 
and I thought I was heading for a bad show to be sure, but things looked (and 
smelled) better when I got back from dinner while the room got a treatment from 
“the ozone machine” which worked remarkably well. After half a night’s sleep, I 
was ready to hit the show floor.  
 
The usual disclaimers: Like we’ve said nearly every year for the past several 
shows, this was an “evolutionary, not revolutionary” show but there were a few 
new and interesting things to report as well as more of the same. As usual with 
these reports, I report on what interests me and pass on things that I’m not likely 
to use or that others understand much better and you’ll probably read reviews of 
in the trade magazines eventually once the bugs are worked out. If I didn’t write 
up your pet product, I may have missed it entirely, reported on it from an earlier 
show, or I just didn’t have anything creative to say about it that you can’t get from 
the ads or manufacturer’s web site. Many of these products weren’t on the 
manufacturer’s web page at the time of this report, but I’ve included links so you 
can check for further info as it’s posted.  With that in mind, on with the report. 
 
Microphones 
A few years back, Telefunken North America introduced  a series of 100% 
accurate re-creations of classic German microphones bearing the Telefunken 
name at prices comparable to the current selling prices of original mics, but 
newly manufactured in the US with a new warranty and full support. While the 
microphones were praised for their top quality build and authentic sound, they 
were criticized by some for the high prices untypical of newly manufactured mics. 
Well, now those critics have their chance to say “I told you so.”  
 
By substituting a nice wooden box for a flight case and a modern solid state 
power supply for the authentic vintage re-creation, Telefunken has been able to 
shave a remarkable amount from the vintage prices. For example, the Ela M 251 
is still available with the flight case, wooden “shelf” box, and vintage power 
supply for $7,500 but without the flight case and the new power supply, it’s 
$4,995. Still expensive, but for someone who wants the performance without the 
frills, owning this fine mic is now a little easier.  
 



And for those who still say “They could build these things for $1,000 if they 
weren’t so greedy.” (yes, someone really said that on at least one of the on-line 
forums) Telefunken has done it, almost. The new Ela M 16 is their first mic that 
isn’t a re-creation of a vintage model, but rather designed by the USA folks based 
on the tradition. This mic employs a new capsule that’s similar to (but not an 
exact copy, as is their TK-12) the AKG CK-12 and a new old-stock Phillips 
12AX7 tube. It includes a modern power supply with a 9-pattern switch, a 
wooden box, shock mount and 1-year warranty for $1,399. If you like the AKG 
C 12 VR (or if you don’t), check this one out. No info on the web site yet, but 
check back at  
http://www.telefunkenusa.com/ 
 
The Red Type B is a Class A discrete solid state mic designed by Blue 
Microphones. Got that straight? If you haven’t heard of Blue mics by now, you’ve 
probably been living in a cave. Bucking the trend to copy “vintage” mics, Blue has 
been designing and building innovative microphones that are both unique in 
design and sound that have been well accepted in the industry. They also do 
repair, restoration, and rental of true vintage microphones out of their Red 
division, and now offer a new mic from this sub-group. The Red has electronics 
similar to those used in the Bluebird, a mic originally built for a Focusrite as part 
of a bundle, but now available direct from Blue and their dealers. The Red Type 
B is a “bottle” design, built with bayonet-mount interchangeable capsules. The 
basic mic comes with a general purpose Red Lollipop capsule, Cranberry mic 
cable, and a shock mount for $699. Any of the eight Bottle Caps, interchangeable 
capsules for the original Blue Bottle mic, can be used with the Type B.  
http://www.vintagemicrophone.com 
 
Also new from Blue this show are two new mics in their “spherical” series, the 
mics I first described as looking like a Wiffle Ball. The Kickball is a dynamic mic 
optimized for kick drum use. It features a three position low frequency 
equalization switch, none of which are truly flat, but rather tailored for kick or 
bass use.  The Snowball (white, of course) is designed for desktop recording. 
Rather than an XLR connector, it has a built-in A/D converter and a USB 
connector for plug-and-play recording. Rather than being a one-size-fits-all 
design, the Snowball incorporates two capsules, one optimized for vocals, the 
other optimized for acoustic instruments. A three position switch, working like the 
pickup selector on an electric guitar selects the vocal capsule, the instrument 
capsule, or a combination of the two. These are budget priced mics, the Kickball 
at $149, the Snowball at $139 with Windows and Mac drivers. 
http://www.bluemic.com/ 
 
MXL introduced the V6, a mic using their Silicon ValveTM technology, a design 
that incorporates the “vintage tube” sound into a solid state microphone. No 
details, and it’s all a bit suspicious (not in a bad way), but MXL mics are well 
respected for their value and useful sound. This one is $349. 
http://www.mxlmics.com 



 
The RØDE NT5 small diaphragm condenser mic and its NT4 stereo version have 
been around for a few years now, and doing a great job for the price. These mics 
have removable capsules, but until now, there’s been no alternatives to the off-
the-rack cardioid. This show, RØDE introduced the NT45 series of 
interchangeable capsules for those mics. Presently there’s an omni, a 
hypercardioid, and a tailored response cardioid that you can attach to your 
present mic. I suspect that there will be packaged versions of each of those mics 
complete with a body (if you want, for example, omnis) rather than having to first 
buy the cardioid and then a second capsule. Also new in the series is the NT6, 
essentially an NT5 body with an extension cable for the capsule. This allows 
more flexibility when placing the mic in tight quarters.  
http://www.rodemic.com/ 
 
Mixing Consoles 
Building on the design and technology of their DM-24, TASCAM introduced the 
DM-3200 32-channel digital mixing console. The 3200 improves on the DM-24’s 
user interface by adding a rotary encoder with LED ring indicator on each 
channel and a few other changes that make working a bit smoother and quicker. 
It offers all the performance and channels at sample rates up to 96 kHz (though it 
wasn’t clear how digital I/O would be handled at higher sample rates – there’s a 
new TDIF specification in the wind). Out of the box, there are 16 mic/line analog 
inputs with inserts, stereo analog main and monitor outputs, four insert sends 
and returns assignable to the digital channel path for outboard processing of 
digital sources,  two digital stereo inputs and outputs (both AES/EBU on XLRs 
and S/PDIF on RCA jacks), three TDIF and one ADAT Optical digital I/O 
connectors, and a connector for cascading another console. In addition, there are 
two expansion slots for additional analog, AES/EBU, ADAT,  or TDIF I/O and 
surround monitoring output. In addition, there’s a Firewire expansion card for 
digital audio and MIDI connection between the console and a DAW. There’s also 
an optional meter bridge, something without which I think any console is 
incomplete.  
http://www.tascam.com/Press/Releases/dm3200.html 
 
Alesis introduced the new Multimix series of mixers with Firewire, a concept first 
presented by Mackie with their Onyx series last year. There are three sizes with 
4 or 8 mic inputs and assorted numbers of stereo line inputs, 24-bit A/D and D/A 
conversion at up to 48 kHz. Like the Mackie Onyx, the Firewire interface sends 
all the channel inputs and the stereo mix output to the DAW and returns two 
channels (typically the mix) from the DAW to the mixer for monitoring. There’s 3-
band EQ on each channel, and a built-in multi-effect processor.   
 
One difference between the Mackie and Alesis Firewire concept  is that the 
digital outputs on the Onyx come directly from the mic preamps (pre fader and 
EQ) while those on the Multimix go through the full channel path up to the pan 
pot. There are advantages and disadvantages to each, but there are other 



factors worth considering (as well as price) when making the Mackie/Alesis 
choice. They’re clearly intended for different markets. 
http://www.alesis.com/ 
 
Mackie has a new software update for their TT24 live sound console that adds a 
bunch of new features, mostly based on user requests. A pretty exciting addition 
to the TT24 is a 32 in/32 out stage box that connects to the console through up to 
300 feet of standard Cat 5 Ethernet cable using an optional networking card. 
While I didn’t see it at the show, I heard about it there and it’s now on the web 
page, so I guess it’s OK to mention it here. What’s not clear to me at this point 
(since I didn’t know to ask for details and I didn’t see the actual unit) is exactly 
what form the gozintas and gozoutas on the stage box take. Mic preamps with 
remotely controllable gain would be very cool, but I it may simply be line level 
analog, or digital in some form. Or any/all of the above. Worth looking at when 
more details are available if you’re looking at digital live sound consoles. It’s 
system accessories like this that make them really worth while. 
http://www.mackie.com/comingsoon.html 
 
DAW Audio Interfaces 
The Traveler from MOTU is a Firewire interface that’s designed with portability in 
mind. Just the right size to sit underneath a laptop computer, it’s really light in 
weight, though since it takes power from the computer’s Firewire port, you might 
have to make up some of that weight loss with batteries if you’re going to be 
using it for extended remote recording. There are four combo jacks for 
mic/instrument inputs (48 V phantom power individually switchable) plus four 
additional line level TRS jacks, 8 ADAT optical inputs, a S/PDIF and an 
AES/EBU input pair. There are 8 analog outputs, plus ADAT Lightpipe, AES/EBU 
and S/PDIF. Somehow this comes out to 20 inputs and 22 outputs, plenty for 
anyone. The front panel has LED meters for analog, S/PDIF and AES/EBU 
inputs, plus a multi-function display that shows mix levels for the built-in cue 
mixer. Internal A/D and D/A converters are 24-bit, up to 192 kHz sample rate. 
While you have to first select the function before you can use any of the mixer 
controls, it’s nice to have real knobs and a display so that it’s not necessary to go 
to the computer for every little adjustment. It’s a nice, neat package, and it even 
comes with rack mount ears for those looking for a product like this for the studio.  
http://www.motu.com 
 
Two apparently closely related companies from Australia, SM Pro Audio and XP 
Sound,  were showing a couple of new interface products. The A08 from SM Pro 
Audio is a simple 8-channel A/D converter with eight analog line level inputs and 
one ADAT optical output. Word clock input and output makes it easy to add this 
as an expander to an existing digital system. Pretty basic and pretty 
straightforward.   
 
The XP202 USB interface is more of a general purpose audio hobbyist tool 
featuring two mic inputs with phantom power (but they’re on ¼” TRS jacks) a pair 



of RCA jacks for line inputs, and a pair of RIAA equalized phono inputs. There’s 
a stereo headphone amplifier and a mix control that blends the input source with 
the playback returning from the DAW for no-latency monitoring while 
overdubbing. In line with the phono inputs, bundled software includes the 
Diamond Cut restoration package. Converters run up to 96 kHz, though typical of 
USB1.1 devices, the bus speed only supports one-way operation (record or 
playback, but not simultaneously, so no overdubbing) at sample rates higher than 
48 kHz. 
http://www.smproaudio.com/A08.htm 
http://www.xpsound.com/xp202.htm 
 
Alesis introduced a new USB I/O box, the io|2 which offers two XLR mic inputs 
with phantom power, ¼” line/instrument inputs, headphone and main (typically for 
monitor speakers) outputs, and direct input monitoring with a control to mix the 
input with the playback from the DAW. It also sports MIDI IN and OUT, plus coax 
S/PDIF for digital I/O. The analog inputs have insert jacks for putting an external 
compressor or other processor in the recording path, and a 4-LED meter on each 
channel give you a little more information than the typical ‘overload” light. It 
comes bundled with Cubase LE. Shoot it out against the TASCAM US-122, 
which I particularly like. 
http://www.alesis.com/products/new_products/index.html 
 
DAW Plug-Ins 
Hey, it’s me. You don’t really expect me to be reporting on software plug-ins, do 
you? But I did a double take when I visited the highly respected D16XD 
integrated recorder/mixer at the Korg booth and saw two tubes, XLR connectors,  
and a pair of analog meters together with a little control panel resting comfortably 
in one of the top panel expansion slots o this recording workstation. This is a 
REAL plug-in, a two-channel tube mic preamp with optical compressor that can 
be assigned to any pair of channels. Last year, they had an 8-channel line input 
expansion board in that slot, not nearly as exciting as this tube preamp. It’s good 
to see that Korg is finding creative ways to expand what’s normally a pretty static 
hardware device. I suggested that the next expansion module be a set of A/D 
and D/A converters connected to line level analog jacks that can be assigned as 
channel inserts. Maybe next year. 
http://www.korg.com/gear/info.asp?A_PROD_NO=TPB2&category_id=3 
 
Front Ends – Mic Preamps and More 
Several years back, Aphex entered the low priced tube/solid state mic preamp 
market with the Model 107, which rapidly became a popular alternative to the 
input stage of the popular project studio mixers of the time. A couple of years 
back it was updated to the 207 with some restyling, retooling, and the addition of 
the MicLim overload protection circuit from their top shelf model 1100. New at 
this show is the 207D which incorporates a 24-bit 96 kHz A/D converter with 
AES/EBU and S/PDIF outputs.  
 



Also new from Aphex is the Model 230 Master Voice Channel. The 230 
integrates the same tube circuitry used in the 207 and 1100 preamps with a 
limiter, compressor, gate, de-esser, single band parametric equalizer working in 
the 240 Hz to 4.5 kHz range (for voice tuning), and the Aphex Aural Exciter with 
Big Bottom. Kind of a jack-of-all-trades front end.  Outputs are analog (XLR and 
¼” at +4 dBu and –10 dBV nominal level respectively) plus AES/EBU and S/PDIF 
digital outputs up to 96 kHz. Word clock in and out are offered, as well as a 
cough button input jack for broadcast applications.  
 
Aphex also introduced the Model 1100 Mark II. It’s not clear what’s new from the 
original 1100 other than new cosmetics and a new A/D converter which now 
goes up to 192 kHz. A worthwhile update for a very nice sounding mic preamp 
that isn’t talked about very much, probably because it’s just clean and quiet, and 
doesn’t particularly sound like anything.  
http://www.aphex.com/ 
 
New to the pool of Neveoid single space rack mount channel strips is the Model 
7602 mic preamp and EQ from Chameleon Labs. First surprise is that it’s $799 
including a power supply. It was sitting on the table at the show with the top 
cover removed and the first thing I noticed was all of the hand wiring and 
soldering between the front panel controls (some of which are multi-position 
rotary switches) and the two circuit board connectors. Second, it had real-looking 
input and output transformers. How can the do all that for so little money? 
Assembled in China, of course, and that includes the custom transformers.  
 
The Chinese aren’t famous for their transformer building skills (in fact, according 
to some, infamous for their lack of the ability to make good transformers), but the 
unit’s designer seems to have found someone over there who has successfully 
recreated the sound of the original transformer – so important to the sound of the 
vintage unit of which this is a copy. Golden ears should make their own 
judgments and comparisons. The active circuitry on the circuit boards is identical 
(including connector type and pinout) to the genuine Neve article, so if you can 
use the chassis to build out genuine boards that have been removed from a 
console. Better consult the manufacturer to be sure what you have lying around 
will work.  
http://www.chameleonlabs.com/ 
 
Back End Processors 
I don’t know what else to call this class of product, but there definitely are some 
worth mentioning. Dangerous Music, the company who introduced us to analog 
summing of multi-channel DAW outputs showed a couple of new boxes that go 
on the tail end of a DAW to provide a wealth of missing switching and routing 
functions. The Dangerous Master offers two stereo inputs and three stereo 
outputs with calibrated input and output level trim controls, plus a separate offset 
for the third (monitor) output. When you squash the piss out of a mix to make it 
louder, this allows you to compare it to the source at the same listening level so 



you can hear what kind of damage you’ve done without being distracted by the 
increased volume. There are three insert send/return loops which can drop 
outboard processors between the input and output with the press of a button.  
 
In addition, there’s a left/right sum-and-difference matrix that allows you to adjust 
stereo width, as well as insert a processor into the difference signal path, a 
couple of common mastering tricks. This works on the same principle of an M-S 
microphone setup, only in reverse. The stereo channels are added to produce 
the equivalent output of  the mid and subtracted to get the side microphone 
output. Then these are re-combined in an M-S matrix to get back to left and right, 
but by varying the ratio of mid and side signals, the width of the stereo mix can 
be adjusted. And by adding some EQ to the side signal, neat things sometimes 
happen.  
 
The Sum and Minus box with a single insert in the difference path is available by 
itself without the multiple input, output, and monitoring connections and trims.  All 
connections are on XLRs.  
http://www.dangerousmusic.com 
 
And Bringing Up the Rear 
Speakers – Most have something a little new, but particularly noticeable were the 
updates from Tannoy. The Reveal series has been revised considerably with 
new cabinets, slightly smaller than before, gently contoured, and more solidly 
braced. The just plain Reveal is a passive model with a 6” low frequency driver 
and 1” titanium dome tweeter with high end response extending to 50 kHz. The 
Reveal 5A is an active monitor with a 5” woofer and 1” soft dome tweeter, 20 W 
HF and 40 W LF amplifier with XLR input and dime-adjustable front panel level 
control. The more conventional tweeter on the active Reveal 6A (6” woofer) 
doesn’t extend as far as on the 5A, but 30 kHz should be enough for anybody. 
Finally, the Reveal D is an active monitor offering both analog (XLR) and digital 
(S/PDIF coax 44.1-96 kHz) inputs. It’s offered in two sizes, the 6D having the 
same components as the passive Reveal and the 8D having the same tweeter 
with an 8” woofer for an extra half octave of bass extension, The D incorporates 
a 4-section DSP equalizer for tuning the speaker’s response to a room. The 
settings are controlled by two banks of 12-position DIP switches. A PC and Mac 
measurement program to assist in setting the switches is available and, if the US 
marketing manager gets his way, will be included with the speaker at no charge. 
There’s a center channel version of the 6” passive and active digital models 
which is designed for horizontal orientation, with two woofers flanking a central 
tweeter.  
http://www.tannoy.com/RevealIIOverview 
 
Tannoy’s System line has been replaced by the Precision models. They feature 
the dual concentric full range speaker design that Tannoy has maintained for 50 
years or so. There’s a 6” passive and 8” active digital version, both including the 



titanium dome super tweeter. The specs look about the same as the Reveals on 
paper but the Precision series offers a wider sweet spot.  
http://www.tannoy.com/PrecisionOverview 
 
I don’t usually report on live sound speakers, but the SFX Spacestation from 
Groove Tubes was interesting enough to mention, particularly this close in 
proximity (in this report, that is) to the Dangerous Sum and Minus stereo 
controller. This is a monitor which could also function as a small PA speaker that 
takes a stereo input from something like a keyboard, electronic drum set, or 
guitar processor, converts left-right to their mid-side equivalents, puts them 
through a pair of 100 W power amplifiers, and spits them out to two speakers 
contained in a single box, one front-facing and the other side-facing and bi-
directional – just like an M-S microphone only backwards. It provides the listener 
with a realistic stereo image with adjustable width, coming from a single, 
relatively compact cabinet. This isn’t a new concept. It was originally developed 
by Drew Daniels and licensed to Fender, who made a PA speaker like this a few 
years back, but now it’s in the hands of Groove Tubes.  
http://www.groovetubes.com/product.cfm?Product_ID=2105 
 
Musical Instruments and Stuff – News From the Basement 
NAMM is a musical products show, so why not talk about some musical 
products? Hall E, down in the basement at the end of the convention center, is 
usually where the new and cool stuff is found, but we’ll start with the main floor 
and work our way down. 
 
For people who use and follow synthesizers, Korg’s Oasys name has been 
around for a long time. Originally introduced as a keyboard synth that never 
made it to market, the name was revived a few years later as a pretty high-
powered (for the day) PCI bus sound card with some early soft synthesis in the 
package. A few of those escaped, but that Oasys didn’t last long either. Now, I’m 
guessing about four years later, we have yet another Oasys, a hardware 
keyboard which incorporates just about every synthesis method that Korg has 
ever developed, built around a self-contained CPU running proprietary software 
under a Linux core. The basic instrument has a PCM (sample-based) synth 
engine, an analog modeling synth engine, and Korg’s CX-3 Tonewheel 
(Hammond-style) organ engine. There’s a bundle of effects, and the KARMA 
algorithmic sequencer. And that’s not all, folks. It also incorporates a 16-track 
analog recorder, sampler, and MIDI sequencer. Flexible inputs and outputs (lots 
of individual outputs) allow sensible integration into a studio suite. You choice of 
76 or 88 keys. If you’re a Korg fan who has nothing and wants it all, this is for 
you. Check the web site (and keep checking) for far more details than I can 
comprehend, or write. 
http://www.korg.com/gear/product_info.asp?A_PROD_NO=OASYS 
 
One really new thing at this show was Synful Reconstructive Phrase Modeling, a 
new musical synthesis process aimed primarily at orchestral music. This is a 



VST/DX plug-in synth engine using additive synthesis, but what’s particularly 
interesting is what it starts with and how it works. The basis for the synthesis is a 
series of recorded (live played) orchestral phrases that are similar in concept to 
drum loops. These are indexed in a data base representing a wide variety of 
instruments played with realistic articulation, dynamics, and phrasing. When the 
Synful engine receives a MIDI data stream, it looks at the pitch, velocity, spacing 
and overlap between notes, and then searches the data base to find the closest 
matching “loop.” It then splices those fragments together, shifting the time and 
pitch to match the incoming data. There’s obviously a lot going on here, and it’s a 
little sluggish to play in real time, but it can look ahead when the source is a 
sequence. I was quite impressed with the realism, particularly of the strings and 
solo violin. You can hear examples and download a functional demo copy of the 
program at the Synful website. 
http://www.synful.com/ 
 
Since I don’t play anything but guitar and banjo, I’m fascinated by alternate 
musical controllers, and there are usually a couple at NAMM down in the 
basement. The Musicpole is a stick about as big around as a rolling pin that looks 
like it might be some sort of African rhythm instrument, but it’s really a MIDI note 
controller. There’s a series of touch sensitive bands wrapped around the pole 
that correspond to the notes of the musical scale. It’s played by tapping on the 
bands with your fingers – actually, with a bit of conductive tape on your fingertips. 
By rotating the pole along its axis, you can transpose into any key. In addition to 
being a curious performance instrument (will there ever be more than one player 
– the inventor? I dunno) it could be a useful aid for teaching the relationship of 
musical keys and modes. Listen to some tunes and check out the diagrams at: 
http://www.themusicpole.com/ 
 
Metasonix makes radical sounding effect boxes by using tubes for things they 
never were intended for (they also make some interesting analog synths). They 
got my “best product name of the show” last year for their Agonizer, a really awful 
sounding distortion stomp box with a graphic of a dominatrix whipping a pig on it. 
They did it again this year with the TX-2 Buttprobe. This box offers a wide range 
of distortion effects with Fist, Ream, and Screw controls. Read the official ad 
copy if you dare, when they get around to posting it on the web site.  
http://www.metasonix.com 
 
Almost as well-named is the Womanizer from Damage Control, a two 12AX7 
distortion stomp box. As well as overdriven cascaded class A tube stages, 
there’s an optical compressor and equalizer. In addition to a guitar-level output, 
there’s a line level recording output that takes the processed signal through a 
tone-shaping network to simulate a single 12” open back speaker cabinet.  
http://www.damagecontrolusa.com 
 
I was a bit puzzled at first by the Black Box from M-Audio. It’s a drum machine. 
It’s a guitar effect box. It’s an amp simulator. It’s an effect box synchronized to 



the drum machine (using Roger Lynn’s AdrenaLinnTM technology). It’s a USB 
audio interface. It’s a headphone amplifier. It’s a bird. It’s a plane. What puzzled 
me was the routing, or lack of it, for the USB audio between the box and the 
computer. The drum machine is nothing to write home about – a collection of 
basic fixed patterns, essentially a more interesting than a beep metronome to 
play to. What goes to the computer for recording, however (as it was explained to 
me – I didn’t actually see it work, because it didn’t), is two channels, one being 
the dry (direct) guitar and the other being the processed guitar in mono. Not very 
smart since many of the effects are in stereo. The drum machine isn’t recorded. 
But the Black Box in its USB audio interface mode plays back a stereo mix from 
the DAW, with a control that allows you to mix the playback with the live guitar 
when overdubbing. Somehow I think I must have got some wrong info. If you’re 
interested in devices like this, check it out at your music store to confirm how it 
really works.  
http://www.m-audio.com/index.php?do=products.namm_blackbox 
 
I’m not a software person and I’m not inclined toward programming. I even avoid 
using the stuff as much as I can, but back when I was much more involved in 
MIDI activities than I am today, I saw a demo of the graphical programming 
environment Max on the Macintosh that I thought was really cool. You could drag 
and drop objects to build a MIDI synthesizer, sequencer, apreggiator, effect 
device, just like you knew what you were doing. Max is now part of the 
Cycling 74 family of really useful tools that, up until now, have run only on the 
Mac platform. At this show, they released their plug-ins and development tools 
for Windows. There’s lots of good, fairly inexpensive stuff here (you’ve probably 
heard of the Pluggo suite). If you’ve been waiting for this, it’s good news. 
http://www.cycling74.com 
 
Cool Studio Gadgets, Necessities, and Nutty Stuff  
I know Radial as a maker of a wide variety of direct boxes (DIs) but they 
introduced a new DI-sized different product at this show, the J33 phono preamp. 
RIAA-equalized inputs are on RCA jacks, with outputs designed to match up with 
just about everything – RCA jacks, 3.5 mm mini and ¼” stereo jacks all at 
-10 dBV level, and a pair of balanced XLR connectors at mic level. The J33 can 
be powered by an included wall wart power supply or take phantom power from 
the XLRs.  
http://www.radialeng.com/pr-radial-j33.htm 
 
In the “Why didn’t anyone think of that before?” department, we have the Bad 
Ass Music Stand, a really sturdy music stand that can probably hold a volume of 
the OED steady enough to read the fine print while stomping your foot in time 
with the music. There’s a utility tray big enough to hold a tuner, a small remote 
controller for a recorder such as the new wireless Frontier Design Tranzport that 
was one of my pick hits of the recent AES show, or hang a pair of headphones. 
There’s a drink holder of course, and a microphone boom that comes in over the 



top of the music rack. A light is optional. The company makes industrial 
equipment, so they know how to do it right. 
http://actionengineering.com/Bam_Stand.htm 
 
There’s an audiophile web site that touts replacing the knobs on your gear with 
their hand turned wooden knobs made of exotic woods for a warmer sound. They 
go on about the damping effect of wood isolating the control from vibration from 
the speakers. Yeah, sure. Another company, THG Knobs, makes wooden knobs 
for guitar controls and takes a different marketing approach. They don’t make 
your guitar sound any better or make you play better, they just look really nice. 
Makes much more sense to me. Check out the nice work if you’re into pretty 
guitars. 
http://www.thgknobs.com/ 
 
Several years ago, a company that made speaker cables by attaching a phone 
plug to male and female AC power connectors and using extension cords as the 
cable and an outlet strip as a junction got a good laugh from most of us who saw 
them. The term “suicide cord” comes to mind. They didn’t last long enough to 
come back for another show - probably plugged the wrong extension cord into a 
power outlet. Well, Speaker Linx is doing it again. They wire the connector (both 
phone plugs and Speakon connectors) to the neutral and safety ground leads of 
a standard AC plug, leaving the hot lead floating. Their heart’s in the right place, 
but that doesn’t account for miswired power outlets if one of these gets plugged 
in to AC inadvertently. I still don’t think it’s a very good idea. Don’t buy these (and 
don’t get any ideas and make your own!!!) but check back in a year and see if 
they’re still being made.  
http://www.speakerlinx.com/ 
 
There’s always some nutty stuff, and my nutty pick of the show is the Flash Pick. 
There’s a little blue LED module that attaches to your picking hand with an elastic 
band, and a wire going to a pressure sensor glued to a flat pick. Pick a tune and 
the LED flashes. Good for laughs.  
http://www.speakerlinx.com/  (but there’s nothing there yet but a logo) 
 
It seems that every couple of years, Neutrik comes up with another new XLR 
cable connector. This is one of those years, and the new connector is the 
NC**XX series. I took home a couple of samples, and I’m sorry to say that this 
one turned out to be one of the most fiendishly diabolical versions of what should 
be simple and straightforward. It has a few nice features – the Neutrik collet 
chuck style cable retainer, and a nice solid die-case shell, but they’re really fiddly 
to assemble. The insert with the pins is keyed so that it can only go into the shell 
one way, but it’s really difficult to see when you have it lined up properly. To 
further confound things, there’s a spring tab that makes ground contact with the 
shell, and this tends to cock the insert so that it’s difficult to align even when you 
get it started in the right grooves. I finally got a pair together, but when I tried to 
take them apart, I found that I couldn’t unscrew the back shell that tightens down 



on the cable grip. There’s some sort of one-way ratchet in there that prevents it 
from being turned counterclockwise. Good on the road, but bad on the bench. I 
guess they sell more connectors if you have to cut them off rather than 
disassemble them. Sorry, but this one flunks. I really miss the good old 
Switchcraft A3M and A3F.  
  
A little more successful is their new line of ¼” phone plugs. The NP*X series 
have the screw-down collet chuck to secure the cable that Neutrik has offered in 
the past, but previous versions were pretty fat, and in some cases, two couldn’t 
be plugged into adjacent jacks because of the large diameter back shell. The 
newer ones are slimmer and they’re a little less diabolical than the XLRs. I could 
get these apart without a pipe wrench and a vise.  
http://www.neutrikusa.com 
 
Technology 
Maybe I’m scraping the bottom of the barrel reporting this here since we don’t 
normally consider NAMM to be a technology show, at least not like the AES 
show is, but I did take note of some interesting exhibitors who, to paraphrase a 
major underwriter of National Public Radio, don’t make products that we know, 
but make products that we know sound better.  
 
THAT Corporation makes analog integrated circuits that are used in a number of 
audio products, both pro and consumer. Their latest development is the inGenius 
bootstrapped high common mode rejection balanced line receiver chip. This is 
the silicon implementation of a circuit designed by Bill Whitlock of Jensen 
Transformers. It provides high CMRR when fed from imperfectly balanced or 
even unbalanced sources. In plain language, it makes things hum less by 
providing an input that’s as effective as a transformer, without the distortion that a 
transformer can add, and at a fraction of the cost. They were at the show to 
demonstrate and promote the technology in hopes that writer/consultants like me 
would encourage makers of the products that we report on to employ these chips 
on their inputs, making the task of hum-free interfacing easier. A first at NAMM, I 
believe, was a press conference with a little real technical content. Bill Whitlock 
(really worth hearing him speak if you get an opportunity) gave a slightly 
technical overview of the reasons why this is an important product. I even got my 
editor from Recording to attend, although I had to promise him an article about 
what Bill said so he could understand it.  
http://www.thatcorp.com/1200desc.html 
 
Aviom was there with their multi-channel monitoring systems, but back in the 
corner was a display of their audio networking technology, including their custom 
A-Net Pro64 chip that carries 64 audio channels in and out on a single cable with 
cross-point routing controlled over the same cable. The technology is proven 
solid in Aviom’s own products, so now they’re looking for others to apply it to their 
own products. 
http://www.aviom.com/Products/A-Net/A-Net_01.htm 



 
MiSi is a company that makes electronics for guitars, specifically preamps for 
acoustic pickup systems. Typically there’s a battery compartment in the guitar 
and you have to remember to change batteries. Their new products incorporate a 
high value electrolytic capacitor (5.0 Farad in the one I could see) together with 
low power circuitry to build battery-free preamps. You charge up the capacitor by 
connecting a wall wart power supply to the input jack on the preamp, and in 
about a minute of charging time, you get 8 hours of operation. A very clever idea, 
but don’t forget the charger!  
http://www.mi-si.com/products.html 
 
Publications 
Sibelius, maker of what’s probably become the leader in music transcription and 
publishing software has opened an on-line self-publishing service to allow 
musicians to offer musical scores for sale on line without having to deal with web 
hosting, commerce tools, or web site design. Scores are authored in Sibelius or 
SibeliusG7 software and, after downloading, can be viewed, printed, or played 
using the free Sibelius Scorch software. Having recently self-published a book 
(obligatory plug – The Last Mackie Hard Disk Recorder Book – 
http://www.cafepress.com/mikerivers ) I can attest that this is a really cool thing 
when you have something to say but recognize that you have sufficiently limited 
potential sales volume that you can’t economically sell through a commercial 
publisher.  
http://www.sibeliusmusic.com/cgi-bin/mystore.pl 
 
Finally, a nod to Nick Batzdorf, composer, journalist, editor of Recording 
Magazine when I first started writing for them almost nine years ago now, and 
now publisher of a new magazine called Virtual Instruments. This magazine is 
dedicated to soft synths and samplers, a technology which is becoming 
increasingly popular, even among people who use them without really knowing 
what they are. Nick is a really good writer and editor, and he has some excellent 
authors lined up for his contributing staff. While I have little interest in this 
technology myself, I recognize that it’s growing and its time to get a place of its 
own has come. I wish Nick and the magazine success. I believe the first issue is 
due out in April 
http://www.virtualinstrumentsmag.com/ 
 
 
Wrapping it Up 
Well, that’s it. Safe at home for another year. Dodged one snowfall, but there’ll be 
others. Check out the products, read the articles in the magazines when they 
come out to see what I missed that you care about.  
 
 


